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The Last Camel 
The effects of drought on a family in north Turkana 
 

 
 
We knew it would be different, visiting Nakapelewoi during a drought that is biting hard across 
the whole district. Last year in August we stayed there with Nachukuli’s family for a couple of 
weeks, and our experience was profoundly positive – days spent resting, chatting and picking wild 
fruits in a riot of noisy children and goats, evenings under the stars with the whole family singing, 
dancing and storytelling. But as we drove the bumpy kilometres north from Lodwar last week, the 
landscape confirmed what the statistics and graphic media reports were blaring. With none of the 
rain that this season ought to deliver, a hardness has crept into all aspects of land and life.  
 
After arriving at the ada karin [homestead] we sat down to share news, though the signs of a 
major change were everywhere. With no rain they had lost many animals – goats, sheep, and 
worst of all, camels. Camels were the mainstay of this family, the glorious temperamental giants 
who brought milk, meat, prestige, and quite simply pleasure to the whole family. Nachukuli is the 
elderly head of the household, a feared warrior in his day though he now spends most of his time 
sitting chewing tobacco, lamenting failed rains and naughty children. He told us how even these 
most resilient of animals had died of hunger, and how he had had to kill two to feed his family. He 
slammed his fist hard into his palm to show how he had speared them, and pointed out the new 
camel hides we were sitting on and the many bones strewn around. It is bad luck to ask the 
number of animals so we waited with heavy hearts to see how many surviving camels would 
return in the evening from grazing.  
 
 
Ng’akipi [water] 
 
This family used to get water from the laga [dry riverbed] they live next to; they could dig 
shallow wells to reach water clean and plentiful enough for both people and animals. March, April 
and May typically bring rain to fill these wells, but not this year. This year the shallow wells ran 
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dry and stayed dry, as did all the nearby water points. Members of the family took it in turns to 
walk to the borehole in Kaaleng town and back, which can be done in a day if you set out early, 
walk through the heat, and arrive home in the dark.  
 
Then the family had a stroke of luck. A mission nurse who knew how badly off they were advised 
a Kaaleng councillor to deliver them a large collapsible water container, part of relief efforts by 
various agencies. Two months ago it arrived, like a king size water mattress with a sturdy tap, and 
they have since been sharing it with the four neighbouring households. No one knows if it will be 
refilled or forgotten but for now it is allowing these families to stay and survive while many others 
have packed up and left.  
 
The family’s little goats are now trekked to drink water every second day from shallow wells at 
the Black Hills. This imposing row of mountains are some ten kilometres walk away over a rocky 
moonscape. We went there with Nachukuli’s fourteen-year old daughter Aragai and found 
children hand-digging pits deep into the riverbed to get to precious water that keeps shrinking 
further out of reach into the earth. Behind two active wells holding small pools of water fifteen 
feet down stretched a line of discarded ones that had since dried up. Aragai swapped news with 
the young boys there, her pretty face full of seriousness as she relayed livestock news and reports 
of possible pasture far off in the other direction. And then she showed her fourteen years; flitting 
quickly off with a coquettish sway of her narrow hips, stopping to pluck a grey feather off the 
floor and stick it stylishly in her hair. A reminder that as well as being an adept, skilful and 
dedicated herder anxiously navigating uncertain situations to keep animals and family alive, she is 
also still a child. 
 

 
  Aragai drinks water from the well 

 
 
Akoro [hunger] 
 
The one Turkana word most commonly used to capture what is happening is akoro –hunger, or 
just problem. At this time of year the family’s diet should be varied and plentiful: maize bought or 
traded with goats and milk; wild fruits from trees and shrubs; milk, sour milk, blood and meat 
from the animals. But with no rain there is no pasture for the animals who have become fewer and 
weaker, and there are little or no wild fruits either. The food basket is almost completely empty so 
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the family use the remaining animals for milk and sell what they can to buy maize kernels. They 
grind and eat these once a day, in the evening, and they are hungry.  
 

 
 
The more time we spent with our old friends, the more we saw just what a far-reaching problem 
hunger is. It starts with a basic lack of energy. Adults and children are quieter; gone are the 
dynamic spurts of energy we used to laugh at, like when a goat broke free of an enclosure and 
needed catching, or an ill-omened bird landed nearby and needed to be chased away with a hail of 
stones.  
 
Even the thatched huts looked tired and skeletal, and when we asked why they had been left to fall 
apart and in some places even fall down we were told that there was no longer the energy, 
inclination or optimism needed to maintain tidy and good-looking homes.  
 
At night-time while we waited for the pot of our lentil and rice stew to boil (enough for the whole 
family) we missed the noisy storytelling, songs and even dances that they used to perform to pass 
the time. Nachukuli’s second wife Etukoit was for us the soul of the household, a perfect mother 
who at these moments used to coach the little children through their lines and steps with clapping 
and the word “kongina!” – “just like that”. While she still smiles her warm smile, she now mainly 
preserves the energy of her children and herself by sitting in quiet contemplation instead. For her, 
the akoro has manifested in a mysterious backache that we couldn’t fathom and that she explained 
was the reason she hadn’t been able to spring up and greet us when we first arrived. She guards 
her children as best she can against akoro’s handmaidens, not just tiredness and apathy but 
diarrhoea, respiratory infections and other illnesses that find homes in weakened, thin bodies.  
 
Since we were last here Etukoit has become a grandmother again, to a small two-month old baby 
girl named Akaru. And while she loves her dearly and smiles constantly into her little face as she 
nurses her, it was hard not to feel a stab of sadness that this child was not being brought up in the 
same noisy festival atmosphere as the others have known, or spending her early days in a home 
where through song, dance and story there beats the healthy pulse of culture as it is transmitted 
from one generation to the next.  
 
What we saw, then, was that in a drought like this it is not just bodies that are malnourished, but 
culture too. There have been no weddings since last year. How can communities come together 
and celebrate when there are no animals to pay bridewealth, nothing to feast on at the ceremony, 
and quite simply very little joy to go around?  
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Lying and cheating 
 
In the night rain fell loudly on our tent and we were excited to get up in the morning and see the 
reactions of the family. Instead they lamented the uselessness of it, the teasing, token quality of it, 
and indeed we could find no trace of it on the soil already re-parched by the first sun. Then 
Etukoit asked if we had heard the Lokorokori bird in the night. Turkana are very superstitious 
about birds, interpreting future events by their presence and behaviour, and this one is an ill-fated 
harbinger indeed. Though we already knew, she explained again, “It is calling for a bad drought, 
it is calling for all the animals to be finished”, and told us that if it comes back we will all have to 
chase it with fire.  
 
What is striking is that this is just as Nachukuli the pessimistic patriarch predicted last year, when 
we were all too happy to take notice. Even in those times of plenty he warned that Turkana people 
would come across cheating and lying in an environment they thought they knew. At the time we 
laughed as he raged, regarding it as the duty of a man well past his prime to sink into the ‘no 
country for old men’ way of thinking that you find the world over. From neighbours to wives to 
children we giggled at his angry monologues, punctuated by the heavy brown spitting of a tobacco 
chewer. He was furious at God for being “a liar, just like a Turkana person”, since it is God who 
decides what rain should fall from the heavens. With prophetic accuracy he described a 
disinheritance where Turkana would be deceived by clouds and lightning that look promising but 
bring no rain. Or just small useless showers he articulated as “kililip, kililip, kililip”, gesturing 
with his long philosopher’s fingers as he spat the repeated word bitterly out.  
 

 
        Nachukuli 
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The last camel 
 
Nothing was as heartbreaking as finally seeing with our own eyes what we had been dreading. On 
the last morning of our stay we still didn’t know how many camels the family had left because 
they return and leave home in the dark and it is bad luck to ask. But the morning we left we got up 
before dawn and saw her, the solitary camel that was the sole survivor of the family’s once-
glorious herd. She stood in a small thorn-fenced enclosure with two scrawny calves outside, all 
three showing a despair inevitable to those who know they are the last of a line.  
 

 
 
We used to marvel at the many dinosaur-like necks swaying together, the noisy chorus they made 
in the morning, the dust baths they took together, and of course the bowls and bowls of rich white 
milk that went straight from their udders to the children’s mouths. We grew used to the delicious 
taste of camel milk in our tea and were convinced it was boosting our health like multivitamins 
never could. So it was very hard to look at that last proud camel and not feel like crying with the 
hopelessness and the waste of drought. Aragai and another young daughter approached her with a 
wooden milking bowl but we saw Etukoit turn away as if too depressed to watch. There was an 
unhappy moment where the camel refused to share her milk and tried to run away, pitting the 
needs of one set of skinny offspring against another. Eventually Aragai coaxed some milk from 
her before letting her head off on a long day’s march, leaving us to watch the group wander into 
the distance, slowly so that the feeble smallest calf could manage. 
 
 
Kijuana [‘The Splitter’] 
 
Every major drought has a name in Turkana. It is something decided by consensus afterwards but 
when we asked the family what they thought this one might be called they suggested Kijuana. 
This means ‘the splitter’, which certainly seems apt given the many ways we had seen the drought 
to be splitting families, generations and communities.  
 
Pastoralists like these in Turkana are on the frontline of climate change, battling with a changing 
world that they once knew so well. Only with a combination of rain, God, luck and timely outside 
help will families like Nachukuli and Etukoit’s get through the drought with lives and culture 
intact. They still have one camel and a handful of goats left, so there is time to prevent further, 
devastating splitting which the drought seems determined to bring. But perhaps not very much. 
 
 

Photographs by Frederic Courbet, all rights reserved. Words by Eugenie Reidy for Merlin. 
Contact chc@merlin-kenya.org for more on Merlin’s response to the drought in Turkana, and 
eugeniereidy@gmail.com for more information on the film and research done there last year. 


